Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

14

WR

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Wallace, Mike

8-1-86 (32)

Scout Name (Last, First)
Hatzipanagiotis, Joseph

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Mississippi (MSUN)

09–3rd-PIT

Philadelphia Eagles

Games Played

Games Started

129

110

INJURIES
KEY STATS

Height

Weight

6003

199

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

76

Positions Started Captain

59%

WR

No

2018: Missed Weeks 3-17 and two playoff games due to a broken fibula 2017: Missed
Week 8 due to a concussion and played through minor Back and Ankle issues 2013-2016:
Missed 0 Games, playing through minor Chest, Knee, Back, Calf, Foot, and Hamstring Issues
2012: Hip (Missed 1 Game)
1X Pro Bowl (2011). Currently ranked 12th among active players in receiving yards and
95th all time. 2018: No stats accumulated due to injury 2017: Led team in receiving yards
(748) and YPC (14.4), tied for lead in receiving TD’s (4) and second in receptions (52)
2016: Led team and finished 21st in the league in receiving yards (1,017), second on the
team in receptions (72). 2015: Finished 3rd on team in receiving yards (473) and
receptions (39) with no TD's. 2014: Led team and tied for 12th in the league in receiving
touchdowns (10), also led team in receiving yards (862). 2011: Led team and finished 11th
in the league in receiving yards (1,193, 16.6 YPC), also led team and tied for 11th in league
in TD's (8). 2010: Led team and finished 5th in the league in yards (1,257, 21 YPC), also led
team and finished tied for 7th in league TD's (10).

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

40 YD

10 YD

Arm

4.33

1.56

31 3/8

9

40

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

6.9

4.27

129

14

Tapes Viewed

2016: vs BUF 9/11, at NYG 10/16, at DAL 11/20, vs CIN 11/27, at NE 12/12; 2017:
at OAK 10/8, vs. HOU 11/27, vs. CIN 12/31

BEST

Vertical Speed, Concentration over the Shoulder and on Sideline, Open Field Explosiveness

WORST

Ability to Fight through Jams and Contact in Stem, Overall Physicality and Strength, Length
and Hand Size

PROJECTION

SCHEME FIT

Role player you can win with who can take the top off defenses and create space for
teammates with very good play speed and ability to get vertical. Fits better in a
complementary role due to a lack of physicality through the route stem and at the catch
point in contested situations, as well as an inability to create space for himself in tight
quarters. Not someone you want to count on as a full-time starter at this stage of his career
due to recent injuries, age and the aforementioned limitations.
Any system that will utilize him as a complementary receiver and emphasize his ability to
threaten the last line of defense and open up opportunities for teammates with his vertical
speed, which would be particularly effective in a system that emphasizes taking deep shots
off play-action and Hi/Lo concepts.

SUMMARY
10-year WR who has started 110 of 129 games, including 2 of 2 in 2018. Missed Weeks 3-17 and both playoff
games due to a broken fibula, playing only 73 snaps all season. First season under play-caller Doug Pederson.
Utilized both outside and in the slot. Thin, wiry build with solid height and weight, adequate length and hand
size, and good overall AA with very good explosiveness, good short area quickness and lateral agility, and solid
balance. Good foot quickness and lateral agility to use jab steps, stutter steps, and hesitation moves, combined
with good acceleration to win inside and outside leverage on releases vs Press. Solid working through Jams vs
Zone concepts when contact is not carried through the route as it would be in Man. Very good explosiveness to
close cushion vs. Off, stresses the leverage of CB’s with very good play speed and an ability to maintain speed
throughout the stem, forcing them to open their hips. Shows good mental processing to read their leverage and
gain separation when working vertically by hitting a second gear to cut across their face at the break point,
which is especially effective on deep Posts and vertical routes that require only one cut. Elite play speed
combined with an ability to sink his hips and ramp down from top speed makes him dangerous on Comebacks
since DB’s must respect his ability to beat them deep. Has a second gear off free releases in the intermediate
and deep parts of the field to blow by elite CB’s. Maintains proper distance from the sideline, giving the QB
space to keep the ball inbounds when working deep outside the numbers. Good lateral agility and short area
quickness at the break point to decelerate from top vertical speed and break horizontally across the field. Good
hands to secure balls within his frame on the move and stationary, over the middle and near the sideline. Solid
ability to extend away from frame to secure balls that are high, and also to go to the ground to secure low
passes, particularly when working back to the LOS or horizontally across the field. Very good concentration and
tracking ability in order to secure passes over his shoulder deep downfield, as well the body control to complete
the catch inbounds along the sideline when not afforded much space. Good physical toughness, concentration
and courage over the middle on Drag/Crossing routes in the short to intermediate, securing passes without
focusing on where a hit is coming from. Very good explosiveness and speed to quickly get upfield and stress
pursuit angles to gain YAC when catching in stride, as well as the ability to quickly stop and start to elude
defenders. Solid mental processing to notice when the QB is moving and break off his route to find open space.
Good mental toughness to make plays in critical moments, particularly on 3rd down, and good competitive
toughness to produce against all levels of competition. Struggles getting clean releases off Jams vs Press/Man,
showing adequate play strength and hand use to fight through contact. Adequate play strength through the
route stem, lack of size makes it difficult to use his frame to handle collisions and maintain speed through
contact. Adequate ability to use his body to shield DB’s from the ball and physically gain separation in tight
quarters. Adequate physicality in jump-ball and contested situations downfield, does not high-point or fight
back to the ball through the DB. Adequate play strength to break tackles and gain YAC. Adequate physical
toughness and aggressiveness as a blocker, primarily looks to engage and mirror defenders without trying to
move them by keeping his feet chopping through the block. Role player you can win with who can take the top
off defenses and create space for teammates with very good play speed and ability to get vertical. Fits better in a
complementary role due to a lack of physicality through the route stem and at the catch point in contested
situations, as well as an inability to create space for himself in tight quarters. Not someone you want to count on
as a full-time starter at this stage of his career due to recent injuries, age and the aforementioned limitations.

